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(I) Blank Filling: 50%; 5% for each problem. 

1. The thennodynamic property derived by the zeroth law is _____ 

2. The work for a gas expanding from 	lL to 3L at 2 atm is _____1, 

the change of internal energy is _____1 and qp is _____1. 

3. The work for a gas dropping pressure from 2 atm to 1 atm at 3L is _____1, 

the change of internal energy is _____1 and qv is _____1. 

4. ,.,. For one mole of an ideal gas undergoes isothermal and reversible expansion from 

24L to 36L at 1 atm. The thennodynamic quantities of this process are: 

q=-_____,W=______,6E=_____,6H=_____,and 

6S= 

5. The chemical property obtained by measuring rate constants at different temperatures is 

6. The physical properties obtained by measuring equilibrium constants at different 

temperatures are _______________ 

7. The Joule-Thomson and iosothennal Joule-Thomson coefficients, are defined by 

--____ and ________, respectively. The two coefficients can be 

correlated by the thennodynamic expression ____________ 

8. The operator for momentum and position are _____ and ___, respectively. 

9. The origin of uncertainty principle based on operators is _________ 

10. The origin of uncertainty principle based on duality of matters is 
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II) Answer the following problems:50% 8% for each problem except for problem 7; 

JSin
2 

axdx =~x -(1/ 4a) sin 2ax +Const. Jx n exp(-ax)dx =n!/ an 
+

1 
• 

Please give your answers following the numbering of problems 

1. (a) Derive A =h/ p through quantum mechanic treatments of the "particle-in-a-box" 

model and (b )show that the expression, A =h / p , given originally by de Broglie can 

rationalize the Bohr's assumption of quantization of angular momentum in Bohr atoms. 

2. Employing the normalized wavefunction If/IOO =(na/r'/2 exp(-r / ao )' find (1) 

expectation values ofr and r2, and (2)the value of uncertainty in r. 

3. Give the plot of Gibbs energy against "the reaction process" for the reaction of the 

Reactants/Products system. Correlate G with the equilibrium constant (K). 

4. Show that heat flow simultaneously from a high-temperature (Th) heat reservoir to 

a low-temperature heat reservoir (TI) 

5. Derive the statistic definition of entroy,S =klnQ. 

6. Derive the rate law for R~P following second order ofR. 

And give the expression correlating tl/2 with the rate constant. 

7. Show that lLatm ~ 10lJ (2%) 


